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ABSTRACT: A r r k l i v r  interview with S W h v  Grof. M.D.. a founder of tr-pcmnal 
p~zhology. oflcrr insight inlo his fifly plus ).Can of rcparch Und wriliag imponvlt proftmanal 
rclauonsh!pr, and hi lcpacicr ro the k ld :  namcly, an upvldcd c a n a p p h y  of m n a i o w w  lhc 
dcvclapncn~ of halotropic brcathwok and lhc pmmouon of s ncrv pwnd~pn in barn. His Trst 
LSD cxprricnoe. as  a rcrearch rubj-% during lhe 19% in his nalive Czcchorlonkia nn thc rcmphu 
lor his r u b v q m l  lift's wo* invtslipting "hololropic" non o d i  smlcs of &OLMCSS and their 
conuibaion lo a decprr undemanding of ihe human cx!zcricna and lk plohal& Work with LSD 
psychothmp!, led hi lo dlscovcr lhc imp-3nancc of the blnh l n m  aithin the d q  S W N m  o f k  
human w h c ,  and p s ) M r l i c  dm@ opcned up lk lmpcrsonal +ion lor him. includiop lhrir 
poMlial role in mcdiclne and haling, for the srudy of crca~nity, and as prrparalion for drath. 

Inrecopition and celebration of this 4 0 ' ~  Anniversary issue of the Journal qf 
Transperso~l Ps.t~cho1og.v Sunislav Grof. M.D.. a founder of the modem 
transpersonal movement and an acknowledged key influential figure in the 
field, reflects upon his professional trajectory of SO+ years and looks likewise to 
the fumre of the field. 

Originally oriented to psychoanalpis, after conducting hundreds of LSD 
psychotherapy sessions in his native Czechoslovakia, he revised his model of the 
psyche to include the collective unwnscious. spirirual experience, and a vast army 
of other anomalous phenomena. In 1967 Grofrnoved to the United S u m ,  where 
at the Maryland Psychiatric ResearchCenter he was the principal inverrigator in 
researrh studies exploring the therapeutic potential of psychedelic drug.  From 
1974 to I987 he was Scholar-in-Residence at the W e n  I w t i t u ~ .  where he 
exchanged idea with the most prominent fi-m in h&uc and uansperjonal 
psychology and his workshops fenilized the burgeoning transpersonal movement. 
There he and his uife Christina mead "holouopic breathwork." a technique of 
hpervenlilation. evocative music. and bodywork which transported subjecw 
through exueme states of consciousness towards wholeness. They also developed 
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the concept of "spiritual emergency,'' urhich explored the hellling potential of 
spontaneously induced extreme sutes of mind, such as psychosis. 

This interview with Stan Grofwas conducted in his home on January 10,2009 

Whar Would vou Wanr to Tell Furure Generations about [he Significance o/rhe 
Transpersona[ Perspecrise? . . 

As a culture. we are paying a p e a t  toll for having lost spirituality and oriented 
ourselves completely towards the external world.This has led to a destructive 
and selfdesuuctive way of being in the world inwhich we are a threat to future 
life on the planet. So bringing in a psychology that not only recognizes 
spirituality, bur one that also has technologies where people can actualli hnve 
spiritual experiences, is extremely beneficial forpeople individually as well as 
for humanity collectively. 

One o j the  Technologies that you've Found (ireful/or Allowing Access ro 
Spirirual Experiences has been Ps.vchedelics. Cun vou Describe the 
Circumsrances and Impact of your First Psychedelic Experience? 

Psychoanalysis was what initially inspired me to study medicine and 
psychiatn.. But around that time (:1956). 1 was experiencing some real 
disappointment with psychoanalysis. You have to meet very special criteria to 
be considered a good candidate for psychoanalysis, and i t  takes a lot of time, a 
lot of energy, and a lot of money. 

1 began to realize that, even after a long time. the resulu were not exactly 
breathtaking. My own analysis lasted seven years, and I loved every minute of 
it: playing with my dreams. and finding that'there was some deep meaning in 
every slip of my tongue. But if you had asked. "Did it change you? ' l  would 
have hesitated. I would say that, while I changed during those seven years. 
there was no convincing causal relationship between rhe free-associating that I 
did on the couch and the changes that happened in my life. Whereas. when I 
had my first LSD session, 1 was one kind of person in the morning and a whole 
differen1 kind of person in the evening, and there was no question that this 
change was the result of the experience. 

During that era there was p a t  excitement about psychophmacology 
inspired by the first tranquilizers and antidepressants coming into use. We 
had just finished a study with Mellaril (thioridazinel, one of the early 
tranquilizers produced by the Swiss pharmaceutical company Sandoz. We had 
a good workng relationship with Sandoz, and s o  we go1 a large box of 
ampoules of a new drug. It came with a letter from Sandoz describing the 
histon. of Dr. Albert Hofmann discovering the psychedelic e k t s  of LSD. 
after he more-or-less accidentally intoxiciced himself. (Although he didn't like 
the term "accidentally." He called it "serendipity.") 
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Sandoz suggested that LSD could be used to induce a temporary psychosis. 
providing an experimental model of psychosis. Then we could find out what 
was happening biologically, while mental functioning was so profoundly 
affected. If we could determine that psychosis is caused by a chemical 
aberration, rather than resulting from psychological issues, then hopefully we 
could find a subsunce that would neutralize the chemical imbalance. Such a 
thou$t was very exciting. 

There was another Little comment in the letter, which kind of seeded my 
destiny. Sandoz said that they also felt, on the basis of their initial experiments, 
that LSD could be used as an unwnvenrional educational tool. Psychiatrists. 
psychologists and nurses could spend a few hours in a world similar to that of 
their patients? and thereby ohtain a deeper understanding of their patients. 
This would allow them to communicate better with the patients, and possibly 
be more e k r i v e  in treating them. 

At the time the LSD anived, I was in the middle of a career crisis. I had started 
t o  question whether it was a good choice to become a psychiatrist. My initial 
plan was to work in animated rno\,ies. I like to paint and draw. and when I %,as 
finishing g~mnasium-in Europe. the equivalent of high school-l was going 
to start working:at the Barrandov film studios in Prague. 

However, a friend of mine had given me Freud's lnrroduelon Lecrures ro 
Ps.vchoa~a!vsir. I read it overnight and decided in a very shon rime that 1 would 
move from animated movies to psychouwlysis. Yet by the h e  the LSD came. 1 
was d y  questioning my decision to study psychiatry. Nevertheless, experimenting 
with LSD seemed like an interesring opportunity, so 1 became an ear& volunteer. 

I not only had the LSD experience, but also a brief exposure to a powerful m o t e  
light. The researcher who had bgn sent the LSD uas inrerested in e lmoen-  
q h a l o p p h y ,  especially "entraining" or "driving" the brain waves. He exposed 
people to acoustic or optical frequencies, and sNdial the wnesponding a m  of 
the brain to see if the brain waves would pick up the frequency that he was feeding 
in. Therefore those of us who wanted an LSD session had to also a p  to have our 
brain waves driven as pan of the experiment. 

So I took the LSD. and the first p a n  of my session was fded with beautiful 
aesthetic. fractal. arabesque, and kaleidoscopic images resembling stained glass 
u7indou5 of gothic cathedrals or elements of Moslem architecmre. Then the 
experience opened into my individual history; it was very much like a personal 
analysis, only much more profound. I uras seeing connections that I didn't 
discover in my previous seK-explorations. 

The most important pan of h e  experience happened between the second and 
third hour. The research assisrant came and said it was time to drive my brain 
waves. She pasted electrodes on my scalp, brought in a @ant strobe, put it 
above my head, and turned ir on. And in the next momcnt, there was this 
incredible explosion of light. At the time I likened it to Hiroshima. Today I 



would say it was more like the dhornuriia).a from the Theran Bookoj '  rhe 
Dead-what Buddhists believe we sce at thc moment of our deaths. 

My consciousness was catapulted out of my body. I lost my connection with 
the place o i  the experiment, with the research assistant, with the clinic, with 
Prague. and then uith the planet. I had the feeling 1 had absolutely no 
boundaries, and I bewme "All There Was." There were things happening for 
which, at the time. I d idn '~  have a name: but later I read about h e  Big Bang, 
white boles. black holes. and worm holes. It u.as something from these 
categories-an unbelievable cosmic display. 

While it was happening, the research assistant was being very scientific. She 
entrained my brain waves from 2 Hz up to 60 Hz and then brought them 
slowly back. Following the protocol, she left them for a while in the middle of 
the alpha range, the theta range, and the delta range. Then she turned the 
strobe off. My consciousness started shrinking: I reconnected with the planet. 
and fmally found my body. For quite awhile. I couldn't actually get my 
consciousness rogerher with my body. 

It became absolutely clear to me that what 1 had beeh taught at the 
university-about consciousness being a product of matter, of the neurophys- 
iological processes in the brain-was just not true. Consciousness seas 
something much bigger. It was at least an equal partner with matter, even 
possibly supraordinated to matter. At that point, I could imagine that 
consciousness could create reality, but it seemed absurd to me that matter 
could create consciousness. Obviously, 1 was %,cry i m p d .  1 realized I was 
stuck with psychiatry, and I felt that thc most interesting thing a psychiatrist- 
could d o  would be to study these states of consciousness. 

This experience happened in 1956 and. for over r i ty  years now. 1 have done 
very little piofessionally tha~ was not related in one way or another to the non- 
ordinary states of consciousness that I call "holotropic." These are the kinds of 
mind states that shamans induce in their clients o r  experience themselves when 
they heal, the kind of states expericnced during rites of passage, the experiences 
of yogis, Buddhists, S u f ~ ,  Taoists, Christian mystics, and ffibbalists. This is a 
subcategory of non-ordinary stales that I believe has healing heuristic, and 
transformative potential. And I believe. today, that thew states evcn have 
evolutionary potential. So the study of these states became my profession, 
vocation. passion, and Lifetime commitment. 

The work wirh holotropic stares confums some of Jung': concept of the 
collective unconscious. Thcre is a realm in which there is n record of things that 
happened in the past. Jung thought mostly abour human histor).. but it also 
includes many other kinds of experiences. For instance, you can have experiences 
related to the history of nature - go back in the evolution o r  species. o r  even 
beyond that to exper imw of geolog6cal creation. In some instances when MY 
experience visions from the collective unconscious. there is a kind of dej6 vu. 
where one remembers that this is not the first time one has had the experience: "I 
have done this before. I have been here before.'' And we have nosr a xientitic 
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model which may help explain these experiences. This is Ervin Laszlo's concept 
of what he used to call the '.psi field." but now calls the "akashic field." which 
provides a bridge between his model and the spiritual realm. 

In another category of these experiences from the past. you feel that you are 
dealing with your actual ancesual lineage. I have seen a number of situations 
where people exhrienced specific scenes from the lives of their biological 
ancestors. I included several examples of such experiences in my book. When 
rhe Impossible Happens. A somewhat similar situation can be seen in shamanic 
cultures' attitudes ioward ancestor spirits. However, the shamans, and native 
cultures in general, are talking about actually going back in history, connecting 
with their ancestral lineage, and receiving suppon o r  help from their ancestors. 
while also expressing a deep respect and gratitude loward hem.  

The pan of the lisychedelic literature where this is most rrequenrly described 
relates to the use of eboga (Tabernanthe iboga) in Africa forBuit i  initiation 
ceremonies. It is also an imponant element in the ritual Lire of the Australian 
Aborigines, where this occurs without the use of psychedelics. Their 
experiences of "dreamtime." o r  Alcheringa. take them back to the life of their 
ancestors, and even before the human ancestors, to the time when ihe e&h u,as 
created. The people uith whom I have worked over the years also occasionally 
experienced this iny tho lo~ca l  world of the Australian aborigines. and 1 have 
had such experiences mysell. 

.In other instance;. I've seen people carping some panicular invapsychic conflict 
who realized its ultimate source was related to problems introjccted from their 
ancestor lineage., For. instance, if their father =,as Catholic and their mother 
Jewish they disc'overa generalional conflict that they have inuojected in some 
sense. A lot of things that you can experience relate to your biological lineage. 

Once I realized t h a t  people could travel to a point before the time of their 
conception, the only mechanism I could imagine that might allow for this was 
generics. If you actually have a record of past situations that a n  be 
transfonned into a conscious experience of those simations-well. this would 
make DNA even more mysterious! But then 1 found out that these experiences 
can transcend DNA. You can be Anglo Saxon and have the experience of 
being an African slave in America or a samurai from historical Japan. 

The source of these experiences cannot be in any material substrate that we 
know. But perhaps the source is some kind of field. U e  the akashic field that 
Laszlo describes, or  the field of consciousness itself. 

IVhar i.hluc Do Psychedelics Hold.for Transpersonal Psvchulogy? 

For me, the \*.hole transpersonal area opened up as a resultofpsychedelics. I came 
into medicine equipped with traditional psychiaur. and psr.choanalysis. which 
represent a ver):narrow mcdel. It's not that it's wrong. Bur i~ describes a relativel!; 
superficial level of the psr.che and misrakes that level for the totality of the psyche. 



When Freud riiscovered the individual unconscious, ne cornpared the psyche to 
a n  iceberg. He said that what we the call the psyche is just the rip of the iceberg. 
and psychoanalysis showed that there is this big area of the psyche that remains 
hidden in everyday life. 

After I worked with psychedelics. I could reformulate Freud's remark and say 
that what traditional psychoanalysis discovered is just the tip of the iceberg. 
What one discovers in these holorropic states is the part that remained hidden 
even from Freud and most of his follou,en. with the exception of maybe 3 

couple of them. For example, Otto Rank discovered perinatal influences. and 
of course. Jung.'discovered the collective unconscious. 

In my own experiences, the first psychological material that surfaced was 
limited to my post-natal biography. But as my unconscious opened up to my 
perinad existence. 1 became aware that there is a powerful imprint of 
biological birth. The perinatat also opened me to what we now call the 
transpersonal. For example. 1 would experience myself as being smck in the 
birth canal in the fmt  stage of birth. The experience would then open up into 
the collective unconscious, where I was identifying with prisoners of all ages. or 
people confined in insane asylums. or  those tnppcd in the tonure chambers of 
the Inquisition, or victims of wars or autocratic tyrannical regimes. 

As I moved to the stage where the cervix is opening up, when one is struggling 
to be born, suddenly there were images of revolutions. Enough of the 
repression. they  were intimations of "overthrow the tyrant." "breathe freely." 
and so on. So these experiences were a mixture of the perinatal and 
mspersonal .  with elements coming from both personal history and the 
collective unconscious. 

Then archetypal motifs also s b n e d  coming in. During what I call the second 
basic perinatal matrix, which is when the u t e m  contracts bur the cervix is not 
open, there would be identification with hellish scenes: "no exit" situations of 
enormous suffering or infernal landscapes. When the cervix becomes open and 
one struggles to esupe, there would be idenrification with archetypal figurrs 
representing dearh and rebirth: Osiris, for example, or the s t o y  of Pcrsephone. 
Finally, reliving the moment of binh was connected with images from the 
collective unconscious of the end of wars. or victory in revolutions. or it would 
become an experience of psychospiritual rebirth, with visions of archet~pal 
beings bathed in light. So my first awareness that the conventional map of the 
psyche was Limited came from a discovery of the perinatal level. 

U'har Have You Haw Learned Abour Ow Own Inner Sell-healinp Porenrials' 

One of the most interesting. most exciting observations from the work with 
holotropic states-the whole spectrum. ahether it's psychedelics or hreathu~ork 
or spiritual emergencies-is the discovery of what u7c nour refer to as the "inner 
healer." In traditional psychotbcmpy we have the idea that somehow we 
should r rc .  10 understand with our intellect how the psyche functions. why the 
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symptoms emerge. and then from our intellectual understanding. come up with 
a treatment technique. The problem with this approach toward psychotherapy 
is the unbelievable lack of aFeement about some of the basic issues. like what 
the main motivaring forces are, why the symptoms develop, or what they mean. 
So when you have a problem. you can randomly choose a school. and each 
school gives you a different story about what is wrong. And each school thcn 
provides a different technique for how to work with that w i c u l a r  problem. 

Now, the holotropic strategy is very different. First you induce a holotropic 
state using some kind of method-whether it's breathing, or sharnanic 
drumming? or psychedelic substances. Once that state emerges, somehou7 the 
content, which:has a strong emotional charge; s t a w  surfacing sponraneously. 
In traditional psychotherapy, you decide on the basis of your uaining what 
pan of the material is relevant and what is not so relevant and this decision 
will be different for a Freudian. an Adlerian or a Jungian. 

1 
With the holotropic approach, you have to w o k  with something that's 
spontaneously chosen-via some internal radar system-that has a strong 
emotional charge and is available for processing on that particular day. The 
order of what appears comes from within. This is similar to what Jung called 
the "individuation prooess." There is a higher aspect of you that somehow 
guides the process. In ayahuasca sessions, for example, it tends to 
become mnre than your inner healer: it seems to become an archetypal healer. 
like an outside entity that guides the process. The only substance with which I 
have experienced having such a transpersonal therapist was ayahuasca. 

HOW Mighl Ps.vchedclics P l a ~  A Role in the Furure o j  Medicine? 

What we discovered through the work uith psychedelics-and then later, doing 
the same work with holotropic breathwork, which my wife Christina and I 
developed-is that there is an aspect of many supposedly biologcal disorders 
where the problem is really energetic. 1 think we uemendousl~~underesimatc 
energy blockakes as a source ofpathology. Chinese medicine has a better sense 
of this; if your qi is flowing, you have the best chance of remaining healthy. 
Making the blocked energies move is something that's important for healing. 

What we di&vered uith psychedelics was that the energetic approach is a 
~ i - ~ c a n t  alternative to the allopathic philosophy promoted by Western 
medicine. 11's ironic that we usere made-to recognize that. in many ways. what 
the shamans 'u,ere doing in the treaunent of emotional and psychosomatic 
disorders was superior to what we were doing, though obviously h e y  don't 
have the technology we have. But the whole concept of energetic medicine is 
extremely important. 

M'hen 1 studied psychosomatic medicine. the way it was described by Franz 
Alexander and others, 1 found it  difficult to believe that the kind of 
psychotraumas described in psychosomauc medicine-like thc famous example 
of seing your parents having intercourse--could reell! do anything serious to 



you physiologicaily. But when 1 started seeing what happens to peopie during 
psychedelic and breathwork sessions. and I was able to witness the enormous 
amount of blocked. ene rB  that uie carry in our b o d i e s t h e  Reichim 
"character armor"-then i t  became obvious to me that psychotr;lumas that 
cause them really could make a big difference physiologically. 

To provide a specilic example, we have repeatedly seen in people who have 
what we call chronic infections--e.g., sinusitis. tonsillitis. bronchitis, cystitis- 
that the primary problem isn't the infectious agent. The problem has to d o  ~ilh 
bioenergetic blockages associated with blood vessel constriction. Because of 
this consuicuon, not enough antibodies. leucoqles? and lymphocytes are able 
to come into the area and keep thc bacteria in check. Most of these bacteria are 
normal inhabitants of those a r m .  and as long as the tissue can protect itself 
you don't develop iniection. So the infection is really a consequence: it's not the 
cause of the problem. In breathwork. we have seen people with this problem in 
whom the energetic blockaee releases. and then those infections clear. We have 
seen something similar in asthma. You can work through asthma using Lhis 
kind of bioenergetic work. 

What Oppormities Do You See for Researchers Who Wan1 to Work with 
Ps.archedelics in the Future? 

I'm enthusiastic about the new projects, and the fact that there are new 
researchers coming into this field. A lot of it is repeating things chat were done 
in the pask-which is great. But I also think there are new exciting areas thar 
researchers could go into. 

I am most interested in the eflects of psychedelics on creativity. What happens 
when people who are outstanding in their own field, who have been working 
for a long time on a problem and cannot find the solution, are given 
psychedelics and asked to consider the problem? We have a lot of indications 
that it's possible in a holotropic state of consciousness to break through the 
barriers, to transcend the l i t a t i o n s  of traditional thinking, and to get 
completely new insights. 

Willis H a m a n  and Howard Rheingold wrote a book called Higher Creariviry: 
Liberaring rhe Unconsciousjor Brealirhrough Insighrs, which is full of examples 
of people who made major discoverieswhen  hey u 7 e ~ . i n  nonordinary states- 
scientists like Einstein.and of course many anisrs. Puccini 'related that he 
didn't un t e  ~Modome Butrer/I.r. it was God and he was just holding the pen. 
There's Lhe example of an Indian mathemaucian who had visions of the village 
goddess teaching him mathematics. Eventually he m e  to Oxford. and he 
solved problems that the Oxford mathematicians couldn't solve. 

There are also contemponr) examples of creative breakthroughs in 
nonordinary stares. The most famous is Francis Crick admitting that LSD 
helped him to cnck  the DNA code. Another Nobel Prize-winning scientist. 
Kary MuUis. said the same about his discovery of the polymerase chain 



reaction. So I think that investigations into enhancing creativip would be the 
most exciting work that we could do. 

There are also other intriguing projects. I would like to see a comparison of 
psychedelic experiences of people who had difiicult births. average births and 
elective Cesarean births to see if any trends could be found correlating birth 
situations with problems in later life. Psychedelic work with specific emotional 
disorders may allow us to r i d  how deep their roors go. further c h a n a g  our 
understanding o r  psychopathology. 

LVhar Disorders Mighr be Mosr Amenable lo Trearmmr wit11 Ps?chedelics.? 

In our early work. u'e got the best results with depression. This seems to be a 
condition that can be easily influenced by holotropic states. Psychedelics can 
also help with certain phobias. and various psychosomatic disorders. We had 
least success with severe obsessive-compulsive patients. But in R a p e ,  all the 
patients we worked with had not. been helped by any other method- hat was 
one of the criteria for acceptance into our study. They were the kind of 
obsessive+ompulsive patienrs who during a cenain period of psychiatric 
his to^ would have been sent for lobotomy. 

Could You Explain the Dgference Berween "LOW Dose" and "Hiph Dose" 
Ps.vchedelic Trearmm!? Cl'har Parricular S.vmproms or Conditions Did Each 
Treormenl Target.? 

In the history of psychedelics you have two models. The "psycholytic" model 
uses low or medium doses and a whole series of sessions. In contrast, the 
"psychedelic" model calls for a limited number of high-dose sessions, and it 
incorporates eyeshades, headphones, and powerful music. aiming at producing 
a "single ovenvhelming experience." 

I've done both. Early on in Prague. I was using ihepsychoigic model. so I did 
a lot of these mediumdose sessions. They were extremely helpful in allowing 
me to map the unconscious, because 1 could investigate it layer by layer. One of 
my clients called it "onion-peeling of-the unconscious." I t  reveals how various 
contents are connected in the unconscious. and how they are related to specific 
symptoms. 

In psycholytic therapy, the patients u7ere allowed to keep their eyes open for 
sipificant pans of the sessions. So I have a lot of records describing my patients' 
visions o r  the environment illusively transformed. or me transformed in a 
panicular way. I wanted to know why they saw me as a Jaguar or Hitler in one 
session. and in another session they saw me as the Supreme Judge or Gandhi? or 
whx the treatment room became a death row at one point, then a bordello, or a 
cottage in the Pacilic at another point. In my lirsr book. Reolm~ oJrhr Hwnan 
Ijnconsciouc. 1 spent some time talking about these kinds of mechanisms, but I 
also realized Uus was not the most efiective therapeutic approach. 



'.Vith :ne nign-iose ps!ciledeiic model we used in the Maryland remrch  
studies, the sessions seemed to be much more effective therapeutically. 
However. such an approach doesn't provide much understanding of why the 
patients changed. My previous psycholytic work gave me an advantage in this 
regard. 1 could work with a model that ofJered faster results, and infer what 
mj&t be happening from the observations made during my ar l ie r  research. 

Do Specijic Plnnrs or Chemicals-For Insrance. Avahuarco. Pe.vore. Psiloc.vbin- 
Conraining Mushrooms. Keramine. M D M A .  Sulvinorin A-Have Prejerable 
Applicarions.for Parrimlor Clinical Condirions or Situnrions? 

MDMA is particularly useful in couples therapy, or where individuals are 
trying to come to terms with some honific human experience, like rape, war, or 
a hostage situation. During the period when it was suU legd'lly available, it was 
also employed by many therapists who found it was very useful for couple's 
therapy. Couples could look at each other and discover each other's 
transpersonal starus. So I think there is a parricular place for that son of 
work uith MDMA and other amphetamine analogues. 

I found keramine to be extremely interesting. 11 takes one to psychological 
places that, in a sense, are beyond where LSD. o r  mescaline can take one-very 
strange worlds. For example, one a n  experience the consciousness of 
inorganic objects. 1 had one session in which I ident&ed ulth theend  of a 
burning candle. I understood that burning candles in a church has something 
to do with your ego melting in ihe presence of the divine light; in that sense, a 
mystical, spiritual experience resembles what's. happening in the candle. 
However, I didn't find keramine to bc panicularly transformative or very 
useful therapeutically. On the other hand, it cenainly provides evidence that 
the world is much wilder than we imagine in our wildest fantasies. 

A y a h m a  is powerful healing substance, a sacrament with centuries of use. 
The same can be said for peyote. The inspiration for our study with alcoholics 
cane  from the success that the Native Americans had in overcoming 
alcoholism Lhrough their peyote ceremonies. But I'm not sure that as yet 
there are too many substances known to be effective for specific diagnoses. We 
don't have enough data comparing patients uith a specific problem treated by 
dilTerent psychedelics. 

Shfiing the Topic, Whar is Your Szn.re o j  What Happens ur the Momenr ojDeath.? 

I had many experiences in my psychedelic sessions when 1 u . s  sure that I had 
died. I was very surprised when I ended up in the same place as where I started 
the session. because 1 had the strong feeling that 1 could 'have ended up 
somewhere else. M y  current idea of what m i a t  happen is that wc simply move 
from the organization of reality that we experience in everyday Life into a rich 
matrix of transpersonal realities, where all those things described in the 
religious literature are re31 possibilities: hell. paradise, purgatory. experiencing 
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animal or plant consciousness. hlany people who have taken psychedelics have 
had those kmds of experiences. 

Now whether this is going to really happen at the time when we die is an 
interesting question. It might. but if the universe is a cosmic game, lila. there is 
always a place for surprises. Some people who have had near-death experiences 
have gone pretty far, but only about thirty percent of those who have been 
brought back repon any memory of what it was like when they were '"dead." 
While 1 think it's a good guess that death is going to be something like what we 
experience in bolotropic states, we esn only compare it with the expriences of 
people who went in that direction and returned. There are no reports from 
those who permanently completed the journey. 

Do vou  rhink That Ps~~chedelic hfedicines Mav be Useful in Preparing Lisjor 
Our Own Ineviroble Deorh? 

T o  the extent that death might take us into these transpersonal worlds. then 
cenainly the work that one does ul th  holotropic states would be good 
preparation. Such mind states have a histon. of acting as uaining for dying. 
Shamanic work, rites of passage. ancient mysteries. or some spiritual practices 
can be seen as experiential training for dying. Abraham a Sancta Clam, a 
seventeenth-century Austrian Augustinian monk, is said to have remarked. 
"The man who dies before he dies. does not die when he dies." And if you can 
change your atlitude toward death. it also changes your way of living in the 
world. We have w n  this in people who have had neardeath experiences. 

We also saw' this in Maryland, when we were giving psychedelics to patients 
with terminal illness in order to reduce their fear of death. Several people first 
h id  sessions with us and had uanspersonal experiences of death and rebirth; 
and then as the disease progressed, they actually had a neardeath experience. 
During an operationone such patient had a cardiac arrest. When we saw him 
afterwards he said, "I'm glad I had those experiences, because the rerritor). w a  
not new to me. Had I not experienced death in those sessions, I would have 
been really scared." It's thus a good possibility that these transpcrsonal 
experiences act a$ training for death. 

So in Parienrs with Advanced-smge Cancer or Other Terminal hfedical illnesses. 
Ps?chedelics Migl~r he a Mh?: ro Help Then1 Prepare for the inevitable 

We had numerous examples of that during thc work at the Maryland Research 
Center. In fact, it was really the most moving part of the research that we did 
there. It was quiteamazing to see. from one day to another. the kind ofchanges 
that we saw in the patients: their attitude toward stalT, the reduction of thcir 
fear. a greater focus on the presenr-because much of the suffering in cancer is 
the anticipation of how bad things will get. People with cancer know it is a 
prop-essive disease, ve? likely fatal, and they expect that things will be worse 
tomorrow. next week. next month. 



However, many ofour  patients were able to assume the kind ofattitude toward 
life that is.recommended in Twelve-Step Programs. How am 1 doing today? Is 
this tolerable? Can 1 make it througb today? Okay I can. and tomorrow is 
another day. They shifted focus onto the present, rather than projecting what 
their lives mightbe half a year from then. There u7ere real changes in these 
patients. Even if no other suhjecrs m allowed to have psychedelic treatment. 
there is cert3inly no good reason why psychcdelia should not be offered to 
cancer patienrs. 

Can YOU Commenr on rhe Use of Ps.vchedelics ro Trear Alcoholirm and Orher 
Drug .4ddic1iom? 

The work with alcoholics and narcotic drug addicts remains among the most 
sucressful studies. For example, we did a large study at the Maryland 
Psychiatric Research Center of over 140 patients from the state hospital's 
alcohol rehabilitation unit. Many of these patienrs would fit in the category of 
"skid rou7 alcoholics." After their session. about fifty-two percent were 
considercd to be essentially rehabilitated. 

The study design required two teams. On one team. all of the researchers had 
taken psychedelics themselves. But .WMH required a second, independent 
team of researchers who had never taken psychedelics to assess the results. 
b m u s e  XIMH believed that once you have taken psychedelics, you had 
impaired your judgment, and you couldn't e.valuate your own results. So the 
independent learn saw the patients before and after. and they concluded that 
over fifty percent of the patients were essentially rehabilitated at  the six- month 
check-up point. At our twelve- and eighteen-month follow-ups, that number 
went doun.  But pan of the reason for this decline was that some patients had 
moved. and couldn't be evaluated. 

In the narcotic drug study. the rehabilitation rate was over th i rv  percent. That 
may not seem like a lot, but these were patients, w h e i t h o u t  the psychedelic 
treatment- would probably bc back on the street- within a month or so, 

Whar hove you Lzarnedfrom These Trargformarive Experiences about Realir?. 
and abour rhe Nature of rhe Ps,vche? 

Looking at all the experiences I have had over more than City years now, and 
also at the experiences 1 have seen in others, I would definitely move away from 
our C U ~ N ~ ~ ' S  dominant worldview. This is the kind of worldview that was 
inculcated in me by my medical and scientific training, which claims that life, 
consciousness. and intelligence are by-products of matter. 

I would move aU the way to the other side of the spectrum. and embrace 
something like. the Hindu concepts ofmi!d or  lib? wherein reality is ultimarely 
created by cosmic consciousness. Ir is virtual reality created by infinitely 



complex orchesuation of experiences resulting in the illusion of phenomenal 
worlds, including the material realm. 

In twenty years or so. when the technolop of vinual reality is improved. we 
will better understand that just because you experience something doesn't 
mean it's there. There are ways of creating apparent realities. AII my 
experiences point in that direction. As I touched on earlier, it's easier for me 
to imagine how consciousness as the ultimate reality can m a t e  the illusion o f a  
material world-because I have seen it creating many other worlds-than i t  is 
for me to imagine that matter a n  generate consciousness. 

Whal have vou Learned Ahoul Hwnm Idcnriry.? Who are me? 

We like to think about ourselves as individuals: clearly demarcated bodies uith 
egos, separate from others. The work with holotropic states leads much more 
ro an idea that we're actually more like multiple personalitirs, only we're able 
to handle it better than people who experience that condition as a clinical 
disorder. So it's more Like we're a collenive of sub-personalities. Roberto 
Assagioli, the founder of psychosynthesis talks about this. In transpersonal 
experiences, we can expand our sense of personal identity. Not only can we 
experience oneness with other people or with animals, but we can also identify 
with other life forms or even archetypal beings. 

Ultimately, we don't have a fixed identity. Our identiry somehow stretches 
from the body ego all the way to the creative source itself. The Hindu reli@on 
provides dimerent systems of yoga that can be used to empirically validate that 
this is uue. You can even~ually experientially reach the cosmic creative Source. 
and become that Source. When you have that esperiencr, you realize that this 
Source is no different from the overall field of cosmic energy. We are not 
nrimarupa. we are nor bodslego; we are Aunan and, ulrimately. Brahman. In 
nonordinary states, are can travel on that continuum, from the mind-body to 
God, and experience ourselves as anything in bewecn. So in some sense, all 
those aspects of the world are p a n  of us. 

Considering [he Crowing Global Environrn~.nral Crisir, can vou Envirion Human 
and Planelory Survival? Ifso. I9hhforrn iVii1 i t  Take? 

Obviously ur have a profound crisis. It's not difficult to imagine that if we 
continue at this rate. we will not make it as a species. I'm not talking only 
about atomic war or accidents. but also about the vast quantities of industrial 
pollution we're Our use of fossil fuels is creating an environment 
hostile to life. whether th: toxins go into the air. or the ground, or the R'atcr. 
Most people in the transpersonal movement believe that different aspects of the 
global crisis are ultimately the result of one thing: their common denominator 
is the s m ~ c  of consciousness of the human species. If we could change this, if 
our heads and hearrs were in the right. place. we could solve most of these 
problems. 



We have seen over the years that personal psychospiritual transformation heips 
create the kinds of individuals who would have a better chance at sun'ival. You 
see a significant reduction of aggression, an increse of tolerance and 
compassion. and 3 tendency to view differences more as interesting, rather 
than as irritaung. Whether these are political. religious. racial, or gender 
differences. you can stan finding it fascinating that people have so many 
colors. that they speak so many languages. and sing so many difrerenl songs. 

Honoring and celebrating diversity isn't limited to humans. When you 
experience identification with another species-such as feeling what i t  is like 
to be 3 fisb in the polluted Elhe River-the result is tremendous ecological 
sensitivity. As biological creatures, we should have as our highest priority 
clean air, clean water, and clean soil. There are no  other priorities that are 
more important. If we had a civilization of individuals who have been 
transformed in this way. we could have a world constitution where caretaking 
the environment is the highest priority. Life would be protected, and 
aggression as a means for solving disagreements would be outlawed. 
Probably our only hope is for sufficient numbers of people to undergo this 
type of transformation. 

I don't think psychedelics or holotropic breathwork are the only means. There 
are many people undergoing this kind of inner transformation spontaneously. 
Christina and I call such experiences "spiritual emergences," or whenthey feel 
overwhelming, "spiritual emergencies." U n f o m a t r l y ,  in current psychiatry, 
such spontaneous experiences are considered a sign of mental illness. 
Consequently. the usual psychiauic response is to try to suppress these kinds 
o i  potentially beneficial experiences. Yet there are spiritual disciplines: 
shamanicpractices, and a whole sp&trum of techniques that people could 
use to elicit and work with these spirirual emergencies. as long as we recogize 
that this is a direction that's desirable. 

Do Psychedrlics have An? Trearrnenr Potential in Pcople who are Experiencinc 
P ~ c h o r i c  Stares? 

I had sigtufiant success with several psychotic patienrs when I was working in 
Prague. I cyne to the conclusion that spontaneous episodes of nonordinar). 
states can be therapeutic. if they are correctly understood and properly 
supported. In traditional clinical psychiatry, there are repons indicating  hat 
some of the very acute psychotic episodes actually are those that have the best 
results. In some instances. there could even be an improvement over the 
patient's pre-psychotic state. Wlereas those psychoses that develop slowly and 
have fewer svmptorns, which are not as dramatic or as rich. have the worst 
prognosis. Our prior therapeutic effort attempted to slow these things down 
and stop them. rather than accelerate them. 

When 1 became au,are that this effon didn't work v e v  well. we staned using 
LSD to accelerate their progression instead. The idea was that people can get 
through and move beyond 3 psychotic episode, rather than continuing to 
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attempt to suppressthe symptoms. which drags out the episode. I descrihe 
some of these situations in When rhe lmpossihle Happens. I should mention that 
1 u~ould not gjve LSD to someone who is paranoid. 1 need to have the feeling 
that I have a good working relationship with the patient. 

HOW e//ecrikte are conremporary min.rrream psychology andpsychiarry.? 

I believe that psyhiatry is moving in the wrong direction. hlainstream 
psychiatn; has increasingly embraced biological approaches toward treatment, 
especially psychopharmacology~ and moved away from psychotherapy. This 
kind of approach confuses the reduction of s.mptoms with clinical 
improvement. When patienu are less anxious and a n m  and more docile? 
they are considered "impro\~ed." Whereas in the kind of work we have done. 
what you see is that the emergence of symptoms can be viewed homeopath- 
ically, as an effort of the organism to get rid of something. and  this is a process 
that you want to support. At present. there is tremendous underestimation of 
what you can do with experiential psychotherapy when you activate the 
symptoms through breathing and music, or  through psychedelics, or  some. 
other way. I'm not very optimistic about where psychiatry is going to end up: if 
it continues in its current direction. 

For historical reasons, psychiatry became. a sub-discipline o r  medicine. In 
medicine, Limiting yourself to suppression of s)mptoms would be very bad 

-medicine. In medicine you use symptomatic treatment only if you simulra- 
neously address the etiology. Or, in patients with incurable diseases. where all 
you can do is to help patienls with symptoms. But other than with an incurable 
disease, the idea that you would thinh- you are adequately treating patients by 
only suppressing their symptoms would be bizarre. It would k as though you 
had a patient with a high fever, and you put her on ice and her temperature 
went down, i d  you were satisfied witb the result without asking. "Why did 
she have a temperature in the f i s t  place, and how can we treat this cause?' In a 
sense. in psychiatry we treat emotional disorders as if they were incurable and 
all we can do  is suppress symptoms. 

We lnrerviewed you in 1997 for the Book Higher Wisdom: Eminenr Elders 
Rdecr  on rhe Con~inuing lmpacr ojPs?chrdelicr. Has .your Vision Chonged In 
An! hfaior IVa?: Since Then.? 

My basic ideas haven't changed much. though 1 have become more interested 
in archetypal psychology. Coming from medicine and psychiatry. 1 initially put 
a lot of emphasis on binh, because there was such an obvious material 
substrate there. l tseems strange that in psychiatry we don't pay attention to 
the ps~chouaumatic impact of binh. This lack of attention is a curious logical 
error. Prenatal research shows the sensitivity o f  the fetus in the womb, and we 
all agree that earl!. posrnaral experiences, like nursing. and bondin€ through 
human contact. are important. Bur strannely. the hours of potentially life- 
threatening situations-where babies might have died in the birth canal and 



needed to be resuscita~ed-are oniy taken into consideration if they were so 
bad that they damaged the brain. The experiences themselves are not seen as 
relevant. 

So   he fetus is commonly considered sensitive in the womb. and sensitive 
immediately after binh. However. the hours where there are some reall! 
challenging, stressful situations are not seen as psychologically relevant! There 
seems to indicate a tremendous amount of psychologjcal repression. The binh 
experience is SO scary that we don't want to dml with it. So we use our intellect 
in an attempt to deny that there is anything significant there. 

Anyway. in the early years I put a lot of emphasis on birth. Over the yars ,  I have 
incrasingly put more emphasis on amheppal dynamic& I've also become much 
more interested in the correlations between these experiences and astrology. 

This is an obviousl~ controversial area. It opens a whole can of worms. because 
you have to radically change your thinking in order to take something like 
astrology seriously. You cannot just add it to the NewtonidCartesian. 
materialistic approach. You ask: "If there is some correlation with the planets. 
what are the mediating energies? Are there gravitational fields. or some kind of 
rays being sent? . b d  this is obviously absurd. But that's not the way astrologers 
vie-, the relation of the planets to the material realm. Astrology is constructed in 
terms of synchronistic correlations. I've worked with Rick Tarnas over the last 
thirty-five years, but much more so in the last ten years. as my interest has really 
shifted toward this area. I'm very impressed by Rick's book Cosmos and Psyche. 
where he shows that these conelations are not just in individual psychology. you 
also can f i d  correlations between historical events and the colleaive uansits. 
Becoming more involved with astrology was a major change over the last decade. 

Another change was more strategic. When our house burned down in February 
of 2001, 1 lost my whole reference library. This made i t  diflicult to write the 
kind of books I used to write. in which I quoted the work of other authors and 
consulted the opinions of others. 

So I decided to write a book of personal memoirs. From the rich history that 
we had regarding holotropic stares, I focused on observations and experiences 
that would be considered impossible if the universe is the way it is described by 
traditional science. This is why the- book was titled When the Impossible 
Happens. Drawing from my own experiences, 1 am much more sew-revealins in 
this book than I have been in past books. I talk about things that have 
happened to me in the sessions that I have had. 

Can YOU Describe Some of the Imporrant P r o f e s s ~ o ~ l  Relationships !ou've had 
that have Inspired )bur l).brk? 

Over the years I had many wondexful interactions with Alben Hofmam. He 
was my ultimate spiritual father. Without his discoven. my professional and 
personal life would be vei-ydifferenr. We didn't have longdiscussions about my 



research findings: 1 didn't gel his opinions on those. But I listened to his 
lectures. and saw what kind ofconclusions he made from his o u n  sessions. We 
had many wonderful personal encounters. Still. his major contribution to my 
life was his d i s c o v e ~  of LSD. 

Abraham Maslow was a kindred spirit who opened imponant doors ror me. 
Abe invited me to Palo Alto, where I participated in several meetings uith him? 
Tony ~ u t i c h ; ~ i l e s  Vich, Sonja Marguiles, and Jim Fadiman. In one of these 
meetings. Vikror Frank1 also joined us. We taked about transpersonal 
psychology and formulated its basic principles. They took the name 
"transpersonal" from my classilication of the psychedelic experiences: 
biographical, perinatal, and transprsonal. They o r i~na l l y  wanted t o  call this 
new p y c h o l o g ~  '"transhumanistic"-going beyondhumanistic psycholoa. So 
this was obviously an imponant interaction. particularly with Tony and Abe, 
that got me involved in transpersonal psycholop. 

We finally ended up with a psychology that we were very pleased with. We felt 
i t  was culturally sensitive. and didn't pathologke shamans the great religious 
founders, or the mystics. 11 also incorporated the challenging ohsennations 
from consciousness research. psychedelic research, meditation. and other areas. 

However, ure fafed a major probl'em. This new psychology was incompatible 
with accepted hard science. It was quire vulnerable to accusations of being 
unscientific, flaky. irrational. unprofessional. For a while, we didn't know how 
to  address this challenge. But then another major influence entered my Me. 1 
was invited to a pany at Frances Vaughan's house in Tiburon about The Tao 
of Phjsics. I t  was a party for the author. Fritjof Capra. and we made an instant 
connection. I realized the problem was that we were trying to reconcile 
transpersonal psychology with s e v e n t e e n t h c e n ~ ~  thinking. 

Physicists themselves. as Fritjof exemplified, had already transcended the 
Newonianl Cartesian paradigm. But other disciplines-biology, medicine. 
psychiatr), and psychology-were still stuck in seventeenth century thinking. 
So we realized we had to try to connect transpersonal psychology with the new 
paradigm in physics that was emerzing. Fritjof and I started doing joint 
seminars called "Journeys Beyond S p a e  and Time." Friljof would Cake the 
morning, and tell people what modem physics had discovered about the 
universe:By lunchtime. people's minds u7ere completely bloun. 

At that point, matter didn't really exist. if you go to the subatomic level. The 
subatomic panicles only have certain probabilities to exist and ultimately 
disappear into the d n a m ~ c  vacuum. On the subatomic level. it all started looking 
more like consciousness than matter. So after lunch, what 1 was talking about 
seemed preny sober compared to whiw holes. black holes. and worm holes. 
People were getring Nobel Prizes for dismvering that a panicle moving forward 
in time i s  actually an antiparticle moving backwud in rime. In addition. what 1 
was talking about was coming from the study of non-ordinav states of 
consciousness. while Fritjofwas radically redefining matter. the basis of the u~orld 
of our everyday realit?. So Fritjof was another major influence in my life. 



1 also had the good ronunc to spend two-and-a-half years with Gregory 
Bateson. Gregory had been diagnosed with a large inoperable tumor on his left 
lung, and was given four weeks to live. Michael Murphy offered to Gregory 
that he could come to h i e n  to die. Then everybody who had any healing 
ambition descended on him. and he lived for two-and-a-half years longer. We 
were both Scholars-in-Residence at Esalcn. so we had hundreds of discussions. 

A more recent influence on my work has been Ervin Laszlo. His work presents 
a most interesting model for transpersonal psychology. Karl Prihram and 
David Bohm. who introduced into science holopaphic thinking, represented 
another major influence. And of course the writings of people from history, 
like those of Freud and Jung, have been very influential for me. 

Earlier pou also Menrioncd Rick Tarnas' Influence on Your Work. Can vou 
Share a bir More ,460111 Him? 

Rick has had a strong impact on my thinking. We've had an ongoing 
relationship for the last thiny-five years. Rick originally came to Esalen.3~ a 
student writing a dissertation on LSD psychotherapy, and I was on his 
committee. At some point, Arne Trettevik introduced us both to astrology. 
h e  carried The American Ephemerir around with him everywhere he went, 
looking at his life and others' lives t hou& the astrological prism. He taught us 
how to calculate a horoscope and we k a m e  increasingly interested in 
astrology. For Rick. it became a Metime passion. and I was mostly supplying 
the materiaC-descriptions of the powerful experiences that people had in the 
breathwork and psychedelic sessions. spiritual emergencies, mystical experi- 
ences, or  psychotic breaks. I ended up learning a lot about astrology. It rubbed 
off on me. So we became this kind of  team. and my inlerest during the last ten 
years has shifted to the importance of astrology, when it's properly 
understood. Rick's influence on me has been increasing over the years. I've 
cenainly learned a lot from him. We've been teaching a course together called 
"Psyche and Cosmos." which focuses on holotropic states, archet)pal 
psychology. and astrology. I almost hesitate to say it. because I'm a u m e  of 
the reaction that some of my colleagues will have, but 1. see the future of 
psychology being in responsible work with holouopic states, using astrology. 
particularly transit astrology, as a sort of road map or  tool. 

We were ven. intercsted from the very beginning in discovering or  developing 
instruments that could predict what kind of experiences people would have in 
psychedelic sessions. We employed a whole battery of psychological tests: 
Rorschach. MMPI, TAT, and so on. We continued with such efforts at the 
Maryland Research Center, urhere we found out that those tests are basically 
useless. ,They cannot capture the versa t i l i~  and richness that psychedelic states 
have. 

If you retest using the p s y c h o l o p ~ ~ l  tests, the results rcmain pretty much the 
same. Whereas if you have a psychedelic session today and another one a 
month from now, the sessions could be completely different. The tests u7ere nor 
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able to capture thar. To my great surprise. when I found a tool thar could do 
that-a tool that could predict archetypally what sort experience people would 
have-it was a tool that was more controversial than psychedelics themselves! 
So it's academically quite a challenging package to combine astrologli and 
psychedelics. But I really believe that if psycholo= and psychiarn. could 
embrace this dimtion. these disciplines would gra t ly  benefit from it. 

Whor do you See as Your Legacy for Fulure Generarions? 

Probably the most interesting, and I h o p  most lasting, is the extended 
cartography of the psyche I've outlined. In ics lolaliry.. it is radially new 
although many of its elements can be found in Eastern spiritual philosophy, 
various mystical traditions, shamanism, and in the history of psychoanalysis. 
For example. Otto Rank emphasized the importance of the birth trauma. 
There was Wilhelm Reich. who came up ~ i l h  the idea that we cam. pent-up 
e n e r e  in our bodies ("character armor"), although he saw it as repressed 
libido, whereas in my model most of that energy is generated in birth. There 
was Sandor Ferenzi who was one of the few people u,ho accepted Freud's idea 
of Thanatos: the death drive and Rank's concept of the birth trauma. But then 
he went all the way to pbylogenetic experience, believing that we want to return 
not only to the womb. but beyond it. to the primeval ocean that life came from. 
And beyond thnr. one almost senses the Neptunian world of the mystical 
expcrienoe discovered and emphasized by C.G.Jung. So there were these 
various elements scattered in the history of psychoanalysis, but the 
cartography that I designed brings them together. 

When we started using holotropic breathwork and also investipting spiritual 
emergencies, we found out that the new cartography was also applicable to 
these experiences. It was a very general map of the psGche. 

1 believe that the holotropic breathwork that Christina and I developed is, in 
iwU3 a significant conuibution. It allows us to move away from using 
psychedelics. You can sse it as a substitute for them. or you can s& it as an 
early step for people who want to learn how to work with nonordinary stales. 
Then later they m use something that rakes them in deeper. So  the 
breathwork is another contribution that deserves attention. I also think that 
the efforts I have made over the. years to bring transpersonal psycholog?. 
together with new p a r a d i p  thinking will someday help transpersonal 
psycholo= play a strong pan  in a new worldview. 

IVh? has hfainsrrcom Sociers had Such o Hard Time Ijndersronding 
Psgchedelics? To& in Earl! 2009. ore H'C in More-or-less rhe Same Place We 
nmere in rhe Lore IY60s? Or Hove we Evolved over rhe P a r  Forr! Years ro be able 
ro.Berrer Inregrare Psschedelics lnro Socierg? 

There are both professional reasons and cultural reasons why psychedelics 
have been so hard to integrate into society. It has been hard for menral health 
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proiessionals lo accept the healing and transfomati\.e potential o i  ceruin 
mind states similar to those that are traditionally treated as pathology. 
Nevertheless, there weren't many major problems in the early years of 
psychedelic research. Sidney Cohen sent questionnaires to a number of people 
who were doing the early psychedelic research and published an anicle based 
on about 15.000 sessions with LSD or  mescaline. The complications, such as 
psychotic breaks. prolonged reactions. or  flashbacks were minimal. And this 
w3s back in the years when we didn't know very much about psychedelics. We 
knew that there should be a sitter present and the experience should happen in 
a contained environment. We kept people over night, and talked with them in 
the morning before they went home. These were pretty unsophisticated 
circumstances. Yet if it was responsibly done, with decent supervision, the 
complications were minimal. 

This situation later changed, panicularly when Timothy Lea? became an LSD 
proselytizer, emphasizing all the positive t h i n s  h a t  can happen. and 
encouraging the youth to take psychedelics indiscriminately. "Trillions of cells 
in your body will sing the song of ecstasy," and that s o n  of thing; talking about 
celestial experiences. without warning people that they could also experience 
hell and without explaining all the precautions they should take. 

I had a discussion uith T i ,  and he clearly felt that anybody could take 
psychedelics under any circumstances-that psychedelics were an accelerator 
of karma. "If you have good karma, you will have a good experience. If you 
have bad karma, tou& luck!" Once that approach was introduced into the 
mainstream. then it became a completely dilTerent situation. 

In addition, the people who staned taking psychedelics developed a different 
system of values and attirudes that were hard Tor the repressed culture at large 
to swallow. Psychedelic users staned dressing difTerently and growing out their 
hair. They became easily identifiable, painting their cars with psychedelic 
colors. This made it simple for the police to target them for drug violations. 
which caused more social tension. They also became the main force in the anti- 
war movement, so they became identified as troublemakers. Those things 
s ipf icant ly  contributed to the legal repression that m e  into place. 

Now you ask. "Is the S i ~ a t i o n  today ditTerent?'l think it's very different. 
Bewuse what has happened in the meantime is that powerful nondrug 
techniques were developed, techniques such a s  primal therapy, neo-Reichian 
approaches. rebirthing, holotropic breathwork, and other methods. where 
drugs are not  used and working with powerful emotions and with intense 
physical manifestations became more commonplace. 

In the early years, people were having experiences that could not be accounted 
for by the prevailing p a r a d i p .  So mainstream thinkers either 
incredulous, or  relegated these experiences to a realm of craziness or psychosis. 
However, these days there are increasing numbers of people who do  
experiential work, where the same phenomena happen: powerful emotions. 
past-life experiences, b i d  experiences. and synchronicities. So people who do  
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that kind of work themselves. o r  with others. many times reach a point where 
psychedelics seem like the next loscal step. rather than being something that is 
in fundamental conflict with what they are doing already. 

Moreover. the Newtonian-Cartesian thinhng in science was a prima? 
conceptual obstacle for the acceptance of psychedelics. While this sort of 
thinking enjoyed great authority and popularity in the 1960s. it has teen 
p r o ~ s s i v e l y  undermined since then by astonishing developmenrs in a variety 
of disciplines. This has happened to such an extent that an increasing number 
of scientis~s feel an urgent need for an entirely dinerent worldview, a new 
sciencilk paradigm. I t  is v e n  encouragbg lo see that all these new 
developments that are in irreconcilable conflict with traditional science seem 
to be compatible with the f i n d i p  of 'psychedelic research and uith 
transpersonal psychology. In  the emerging p a r a d i p ,  the "anomalous 

phenomena" observed in holotropic states %i l l  become i n r e p l  pan  of a nmH. 
comprehensive worldview integrating science and spirituality. 

The other thing that might play some role in the future is that the old 
philosophy and value system of industrial civilization is becoming discredited. 
We are increasingly aware that uipling our ~ o s s  national product is not going 
lo uiple our wellbeing if in the process we trash the environment. We are 
reaching a point where there is going to be general fear and concern lor 
sunrival. As this crisis intensiks. it will become more and more apparent that 
the strategies that got us into this trouble in the first place are not going to 
work. We'll have to do something radial!?. different. 

Do ?wu have ,4n Oprimirtic Yirion.for thc Fulure? 

I see it much the same as Ram Dass described at the ITA conference in 
Prague. Hc was open to the possibility that we will not make it. There were 
other civilizations that were -meat, which didn't d o  the craz)' things we do, and 
didn't have the poweriul means to self-destruct: and they didn't survive. But no 
matter which direction it goes. 1 would keep doing what I am doing. I would be 
involved in some serious selJ-explonrion and self-transformation of myself and 
of others, because I believe that's the best mntriburion I can make toward 
improving civilization. And ifdestruction wins out. my work puts me in a place 
where I can deal with it a tittle better. I'm moderately optimistic: but again. 
regardless of the direction it goes. I think some seriously responsible self- 
cxploration is the preferred road. 

Whor would vou Tell Younger  researcher.^? 

First of all. 1 have tsemendous appreciation for the perseverance and tenacity 
that younger researchers today have shoun in order to ger government 
permissions 10 do this important work. You're dealing u,ith enormous 
ignorance concerning psychedelics in professional circles and in the general 
public. So I feel great gratitude for the fact that you've h u n ~  in there and 



obtained the necessay permissions. I really beiieve it's vcr). importan1 to 
continue psychedelic research, not only for psychiatry but also for human 
sociery at large. for the reasons I've mentioned in relation to the global crisis. 
My wish is that you continue working in a responsible and professional way 
and take this research to new exciting avenues of research. 
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